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RC cars are something that many people use to race against themselves so that they can get some
excitement in the meantime. Car racing is mostly done for the fun of it. There are many types of
these RC cars but they fall into two main categories which are gas remote control cars and electric
RC cars.

These two types are most famous because they address the various needs of all racers from the
amateur to the pro all across the world. Your need and experience will be the deciding factor on
what type of car you will be buying. You should choose very wisely to get the maximum out of your
vehicle.

It the RC market today you will see that the electric RC cars are much more popular than gas
remote control cars. That's because of the high demand the electric models have compared to their
gas counterparts. That is because their prices are very low and they are freely available in all stores
that deal in RCs.

If you are looking for a specific type of remote controlled car, it is better to go through the different
models of RCs to get what you want. Although the gas models are not so popular, they can be
found in all RC toy stores too. They are never left out because of the demand they have among the
racers and gas RC enthusiasts who want a challenge in racing RCs.   

The gas cars are much more suited for the racers who are well experienced in racing RCs while the
electric models are more suited for the newbies and racers who are not experienced enough to be
racing gas remote control cars. The reason for this is the way these machines have been made.
The electric models are much more basic compared to the gas models.

The newbie will have to have something very basic and easy to control in order to learn how to
control these powerful machines. It is exactly what you will get from an electric RC car. The
experienced racer however, will need something that offers a better challenge by having a higher
speed and control, and the gas remote control cars are what they will need to get that.

The gas powered cars are especially designed for those who prefer speed more than just racing.
That is why almost all speed fanatics choose the gas type over the electric type. The main reason is
the speed the gas models produce. Since there are very few people who love the speed of RC
compared to winning, the demand for the gas type is a bit low.

The electric cars on the other hand, are designed to go moderately fast and are preferred mostly by
race fanatics who like racing over speed. They do not bother much about the speed the car
produces as long as they can race with higher control. That is another reason for the electric types
to be in such demand when compared to gas remote control cars.
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RC Toy House is your fun and friendly store for rc parts, a gas remote control cars, rc helicopters
and all your RC needs.  Find us at a www.rctoyhouse.com
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